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LIST OF EXHffiiTS
Hearing Transcript taken on August 7, 2012, will be lodged with the Supreme Court:

Exhibits admitted into record before Idaho Department of Labor

1.

Notice of Telephone Hearing, mailed August 7, 2012 (3 pages)

2.

Important Information about your Hearing Read Carefully (2 pages)

3.

Discharge- Claimant Statement, dated July 18,2012 (3 pages)

4.

TALX Letter dated July 3, 2012 (11 pages)

5.

Eligibility Determination Unemployment Insurance Claim July 18, 2012 (2 pages)

6.

Request for Appeals Hearing August 1, 2012 (17 pages)

7.

Employer's Data August 3, 2012 (1 page)

8.

TALX Letter dated August 23, 2012 (17 pages)
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IDAHO DEPARTMENT OF LABOR
APPEALS BUREAU
317 WEST MAIN STREET
BOISE, IDAHO 83735-0720
(208) 332-3572/ (800) 621-4938
FAX: (208) 334-6440

DEANNE MUCHOW,

)
)
)
)
)

SSN:
Claimant
vs.

)
)

VARSITY CONTRACTORS INC ,
Employer
and
IDAHO YOUTH RANCH INC,
Cost Reimbursement Employer
and

)
) DOCKET NUMBER 5715·2012
)
) DECISION OF APPEALS EXAMINER
)
)
)
)
)

)

IDAHO DEPARTMENT OF LABOR.

--------------------------------

ll E

)
)

DECISION

Benefits are ALLOWED effective June 24, 2012. The claimant was not discharged for
misconduct in connection \Vith the employment, as defined by § 72-1366(5) of the Idaho
Employment Security Law.
The employer's account is CHARGEABLE for experience rating purposes, as defined by
§ 72-1351(2)(a) ofthe Idaho Employment Security Law.
The Eligibility Determination dated July 18, 2012, is hereby REVERSED.
HISTORY OF THE CASE

The above-entitled matter was heard by Gregory Stevens, Appeals Examiner for the Idaho
Department of Labor, on August 27, 2012, by telephone in the City of Boise, in accordance with
§ 72-1368(6) of the Idaho Employment Security Law. The claimant appeared for the hearing and
testified. The employer was represented by Malia Maples. Shane Campbell and Jennifer Knapp
appeared as witnesses on behalf of the employer.
Exhibits #I through #8 were entered into and made a part ofthe record.
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ISSUES
The issues before the Appeals Examiner are (1) whether unemployment is due to the claimant
being discharged and, if so, whether for misconduct in connection with the employment,
according to § 72-1366(5) of the Idaho Employment Security Law; and (2) whether the
employer's account is properly chargeable for experience rating purposes for benefits paid to the
claimant, according to§ 72-1351(2)(a) of the Idaho Employment Security Law.

FINDINGS OFFACT
Additional facts or testimony may exist in this case. However, the Appeals Examiner
outlines only those that are relevant to the decision and those based upon reliable evidence.
Based on the exhibits and testimony in the record, the following facts are found:
1.

The claimant worked for the employer as a human resource assistant from February 2,
20 II, through June 26, 2012. In the first four of the five calendar quarters preceding the
one in which the claimant applied for benefits, this employer paid the claimant more
wages than any other employer.

2.

On June 26th, the claimant was asked into a meeting v..ith her supervisor, Shane
Campbell, and a co-worker, Jennifer Knapp. The purpose of the meeting was to discuss
some complaints and frustrations the claimant and Ms. Knapp had with each other. In the
meeting each employee expressed having written documentation outlining their
complaints. Mr. Campbell requested each employee retrieve their documentation and
then return to his office to continue the meeting.

3.

The claimant advised Mr. Campbell that she would like some time to review her
documentation and better prepare it for presentation to him and requested they meet again
the following day. As he was going to out of town the next day, Mr. Campbell declined
and instructed the claimant to get her documentation. The claimant requested a few
minutes to review the documentation before the meeting resumed.

4.

The claimant stated she went to her desk and printed out her documentation, but felt that
because of Mr. Campbell's attitude and insistence, he was preparing to discharge her.
Since she was convinced she was about to be discharged, the claimant did not want to
leave her documentation to be used as "fodder" and proceeded toward the office paper
shredder.

5.

Seeing the claimant walk by his office, Mr. Campbell stated he came out of his office and
watched as the claimant headed to the paper shredder; that the claimant flashed her
papers toward him, identifying them as her documentation. When it became evident to
him that the claimant was going to shred her papers, he instructed her to stop. The
claimant shredded the papers anyway. The claimant stated that Mr. Campbell's directive
to stop did not come until the shredding process had already begun and that, by then, it
was too late.

6.

The claimant requested that they just "start over" with a clean slate .. The claimant was
discharged for this insubordinate conduct.
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AUTHORITY

Section 72-1351 (2)(a) of the Idaho Employment Security Law provides in part that for experience
rating purposes, no charge shall be made to the account of such covered employer 'With respect to
benefits paid to a worker who terminated his services voluntarily without good cause attributable to
such covered employer, or who had been discharged for misconduct in connection with such
services.
Section 72-1366(5) of the Idaho Employment Security Law provides that a clairnant shall be
eligible for benefits provided that unemployment is not due to the fact that discharge was for
misconduct in connection v.~th employment.
An employer may discharge an employee for any reason. However, only a discharge that is found
to constitute misconduct for unemployment insurance purposes makes an employee ineligible for
benefits. The employer must carry the burden of proving that the employee was discharged for
employment-related misconduct. Parker vs. St. Maries Plw.rood, 101 Idaho 415, 614 P.2d 955
(1980).

While an employer may make almost any kind of rule for the conduct of his employees and under
some circumstances may be able to discharge an employee for violation of any rule, such does not,
per se, amount to 'misconduct' constituting a bar to unemployment compensation benefits. Wroble
vs. Bonners Feny Ranger Station, 97, Idaho 900, 556 P.2d 859 (1976).
Misconduct within the meaning of an unemployment compensation act excluding from its benefit
an employee discharged for misconduct must be an act of wanton or willful disregard of the
employer's interest, a deliberate violation of the employer's rules, a disregard of standards of
behavior which the employer has the right to expect of his employee, or negligence in such degree
or recurrence as to manifest culpability, wrongful intent, or evil design, or show an intentional and
substantial disregard of the employer's interest or of the employee's duties and obligations to the
employer. Rasmussen vs. Employment Security Agency, 83 Idaho 198,360 P.2d 90 (1961).
Mere inefficiency, unsatisfactory conduct, failure in good performance as the result of inability or
incapacity, inadvertencies or ordinary negligence in isolated instances, or good faith errors in
judgment or discretion are not to be deemed "misconduct" -v.-ithin the meaning of the statute. Carter
vs. Employment Security Commission, 364 Mich. 538, Ill N. W.2d 817 ( 1961 ).
CONCLUSIONS

Although an employer may discharge an employee for any reason, the employer carries the burden
of proof that the employee was discharged for employment related misconduct before a claimant
can be denied unemployment insurance benefits. The Idaho Supreme Court has defined misconduct
as a willful, intentional disregard of the employer's interest, a deliberate violation of the employer's
rules, or a disregard from the standard of behavior which the employer has a right to expect or
negligence in such a degree as to manifest culpability, wrongful intent, or evil design.
The employer asserts the claimant was discharged for "sheer insubordination" when she shredded
documents after having been instructed not to. The claimant asserts the directive not to shred the
documents did not occur until after the shredding process had already started. The Appeals
Examiner finds that whether or not the shredding had already started is irrelevant Even accepting
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the employer's versiOn of the incident, finds that the claimant's conduct did not constitute
misconduct.
Whether insubordination constitutes misconduct within the scope of Idaho Code § 72-1366(5), is
a question of law. Avery v. B.B. Rental Toilets, 97 Idaho 611, 549 P.2d 270 (1976).
Insubordination connotes a deliberate or willful refusal by an employee to obey a reasonable
order or directive that an employer is authorized to give and entitled to have obeyed. In Folks v.
Moscow School District #281, 129 Idaho 611, 614, 549 P .2d 642, 646 (1997), the Idaho
Supreme Court concluded such behavior "is merely one way by which an employer can prove
misconduct as a disregard ofthe standards of behavior which the employer has a right to expect."
Initially it must be determined whether or not the employer's expectations were objectively
reasonable.
The employer asserts the claimant was discharged for shredding documents after having been
instructed not to. The Appeals Examiner concludes the employer's directive was not objectively
reasonable. The documents in question belonged to the claimant and contained her personal
notations about issues and problems she was having with a co-worker. The claimant determined
she did not want to share this information and was not, objectively, required to do so. She was
free to submit them or not submit them and shred them, if she chose to do so, requesting instead
to start over with a "clean slate."
Insubordination in the context of denying an application for unemployment benefits implies a
deliberate or willful refusal by an employee to obey a reasonable order or directive that an
employer is authorized to give and entitled to have obeyed. The Appeals Examiner finds that the
employer's directive did not meet this criteria.
While an employer has a right to expect that its employees will not engage in protracted
argument after an order or directive is given to an employee, it cannot expect that its employees
will at all times be absolutely docile or servile. Avery v. B.B. Rental Toilets, 97 Idaho 611, 614,
549 P.2d 270, 273 (1976). Idaho Employment Security Law provides an isolated act or good faith
error in judgment is not considered misconduct. In this instance, however, the claimant's actions do
not exhibit the degree of v.illful disregard of an employer's interest, or a deliberate violation of an
employer's rule that would constitute misconduct.
The Appeals Examiner concludes that the employer has not shown that the claimant was discharged
for mis nduct in connection with employment. The claimant is eligible for benefits. The
employ r's experience rated account is chargeable for benefits paid to the claimant.

Stevens
Appeals Examiner

Date of Mailing

August 29, 2012
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Last Day To Appeal

September 12, 2012

APPEAL RIGHTS
You have FOURTEEN .{11} DAYS FROM THE DATE OF MAILING to file a written appeal with
the Idaho Industrial Commission. The appeal must be mailed to:
Idaho Industrial Commission
Judicial Division, IDOL Appeals
P.O. Box 83720
Boise, Idaho 83720-0041
Or delivered in person to:
Idaho Industrial Commission
700 S Clearwater Lane
Boise, ID 83 712
Or transmitted by facsimile to:
(208) 332-7558.
If the appeal is mailed, it must be postmarked no later than the last day to appeal. An appeal filed
by facsimile transmission must be received by the Commission by 5:00p.m., Mountain Time, on
the last day to appeal. A facsimile transmission received after 5:00p.m. will be deemed received by
the Commission on the next business day. A late appeal will be dismissed. Appeals filed by any
means with the Appeals Bureau or a Department of Labor local office will not be accepted by the
Commission. TO EMPLOYERS WHO ARE INCORPORATED: If you file an appeal with the
Idaho Industrial Commission, the appeal must be signed by a corporate officer or legal counsel
licensed to practice in the State of Idaho and the signature must include the individual's title. The
Commission will not consider appeals submitted by employer representatives who are not attorneys.
Ifyou request a hearing before the Commission or permission to file a legal brief, you must make
these requests through legal counsel licensed to practice in the State of Idaho. Questions should be
directed to the Idaho Industrial Commission, Unemployment Appeals, (208) 334-6024.
If no appeal is filed, this decision will become final and cannot be changed. TO CLAIMANT: If
this decision is changed, any benefits paid will be subject to repayment. If an appeal is filed, you
should continue to report on your claim as long as you are unemployed.
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IDAHO DEPARTMENT OF LABOR
APPEALS BUREAU
317 WEST MAIN STREET
BOISE, IDAHO 83735-0720
(208) 332-3572/ (800) 621-4938
FAX: (208) 334-6440

CERTIFICATE OF SERVICE

I hereby certify that on
August 29, 2012
, a true and correct copy of Decision of Appeals
Examiner was served by regular United States mail upon each of the following:
DEANNE MUCHOW
780 JEWEL ST
BLACKFOOT ID 83221-3040
IDAHO YOUTH RANCH INC
PO BOX 8538
BOISE ID 83707
VARSITY CONTRACTORS INC
C/0 T ALX UC EXPRESS

PO BOX 173860
DE:N'VER CO 80217-3860
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I Pocatello, ID 83204

September 12, 2012

The Idaho Industrial Commission
Judicial Division, IDOL Appeals
P.O. Box 83720
Boise, ID 83720-0041
Re: Decision of Examiners Appeal, August 29, 2012, regarding DeAnne Muchow
To Whom It May Concern,
Varsity requests to appeal the Decision of Examiners Appeal, dated August 29, 2012, regarding
DeAnne Muchow receiving unemployment benefits and whether such benefits are properly
chargeable to Varsity.
The issue at hand is whether DeAnne Muchow had the right to shred a company document, in
the presence of the HR Director, even though the HR Director repeatedly asked her not to. A
company document that:
•
Was created on a company computer
•
Was drafted on company time
•
Was stored on company hardware
•
Was about company personnel
•
Was offered by DeAnne to help resolve a company matter
•
Was printed on company paper, using a company printer
•
And was shredded on a company shredder, on company time
Varsity requests to appeal the Decision of Examiners Appeal, dated August 29, 2012 for the
following reasons:
•

•

•

•

DeAnne Muchow was discharged for "misconduct" on June 26, 2012. She willfully,
deliberately shredded a company document after being asked not to. (exhibit 3, pages 1
and 2, item #'s 3, 4, and 5 enclosed)
DeAnne showed intentional disregard of Varsity's interest, by deliberately violating the
HR Director's (Shane Campbell) request to get the document so he, Jennifer, and
DeAnne could discuss the employment problems DeAnne and Jennifer were having over
the past several months. DeAnne refused to let Shane see the document and instead
wanted to "start over with a clean slate." (page 4 of Decision of Appeals Examiner
enclosed) DeAnne made a point to the HR Director that she had the document but she
was not going to let him review it. She waived the document in Shane's face, told him
that he could not see it and that she deleted it off of her company computer (so he could
not retrieve it), and proceeded to shred the document even t11ough Shane told her twice
not to do so. This showed deliberate, willful disregard (employment related misconduct)
against the HR Director and his legitimate and reasonable work directives.
The notes in question were documented on Varsity's computer, likely during DeAnne's
work hours, dealing with workplace issues she encountered with her manager, Jennifer
Knapp. DeAnne retrieved the document from Varsity's computer the day she was
terminated, printed it on company paper with a company printer then deleted it from the
company's computer hardware and finally shredded it with company equtpment
The document DeAnne shredded was Varsity's property. (attached signed
acknowledgement form and handbook pages 37 and 38) The company
handbook states ''All information systems of the company (including computer files) are
company property. Information related in any way to the business of the company that rs
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transmitted or stored on computers owned by the company, the team member, or others
is the sole property of the company."
The HR Director, Shane Campbell, did give DeAnne a reasonable directive. Shane
asked DeAnne to get the document and bring it to his office. She agreed to get it.
{exhibit 3, page 1, item #4 enclosed) However, after she made it known that she had
the document, she willfully and deliberately shredded it. (exhibit #3, page 2 and 3, item
#5 enclosed)

We respectfully request a reversal of the decision to award DeAnne Muchow unemployment
benefits.
Sincer ly,

Na
Long/ Esq.
Co
rate Secretary a tl General Counsel
Varsity Contractors, I~1c.

P .0. Box 1692

I

Pocatello, ID 83204-1~92
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APPEALS BUREAU
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FAX: (208) 334-6440

DEANNE MUCHOW,

)

)
)
)
)

SSN:

Ciaimunt

)
)
)
)

VS.

v :\RSfTY CONTRACTORS TNC.
Employer

DOCKET NUMBER

5715-2012

)

and

IDAl JO YOUTH RANCH TNC,

Cost Reimbursement Employer

)
)
)
)

DECISlON OF APPEALS EXAMINER

)

)

and
. '·"

)
•

f"

I

)
)

..

IDAHO DEPARTMENT OF LABOR.
·~--------------------------

DEClSION
Bcnctlts are ALLOWED effective June 24. 2012. The claimant was not discharged ibr
misconduct in connection with the employment, as defined by § 72-1366(5) of the Idaho
Employment Security La""-

The empJoyerls account is 'CHARGEADL~ for e-xperience rating purposes, as defined by
§ 72-1351 (2)(a) ofthc Idaho Employment Security Law.
The Eligibility Determination dated July I 8, 2012, is hereby REVERSED.

HISTORY OF THE CASE
The above-entitled maner wac; heard by Gregory Stevens, Appeals Examiner for the rctaho
Deparrment of Lnbor, on August 27, 2012. by relephone in the Cily of Boise, in accordance with
§ 72·1368(6) of lhe Idaho Employmen1 Security Law. The claimant appeared for the hearing and
tesriiied_ The· emploYer was represented by Malia Maptcs. Shane Campbell and Jennifer Knapp
appeared as •vitncsscs on behalf of the employer_

.

Exhibits Hl throu!!h #8 were entered into and made a part of the record_
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ISSUES
The issues before the Appeals Examiner are (l) whether unemployment is due to the claimant
being discharged and) if so, whether for misconduct in connection with the employment,
according to § 72- J 366(5) of the Idaho Employment Security Law; and (2) whether the
employer's account is properly chargeable for experience rating purposes for benefits paid to the
claimant, according to § 72-1351 (2)(a) of the Idaho Employment Security Law.

FINDINGS OFFACT
Additional facts or te..<>timony may exist in this case. However, the Appeals Examiner
outlines only those that are relevant to the decision and those based upon reliable evidence.
Based on the exhibits and testimony in the record, the following facts are found:
1.

The claimant worked for the employer as a human resource assistant from February 2,
2011, through June 26, 2012. Jn the first four of the five calendar quarters precedjng the
one ln which the claimant applied for benefits, this employer paid the claimant more
wages rhan any other employer.

2.

On June 261.1\ the claimant was asked into a meeting with her supervisor, Shane
Campbell, and a co-worker, Jennifer Knapp. The purpose of the meeting was ro discuss
some complaints and frustrations the claimant and Ms. Knapp had with each other. In [he
meeting each employee expressed having written documentation outlining their
complaints. Mr. Campbell requested each employee retrieve their documentation and
then return to his office to continue the meeting.

3.

The claimant advised Mr. Campbell that she would like some time to review her
documentation and better prepare it for presentation to him and requested they meet again
the following day. As he was going to out of town the next day, Mr. Campbell declined
and insiructed the claimant to get her documentation. The claimant requested a few
minutes to review the documentation before the meeting resumed.

4_

The claimant stated she went to her desk and printed out her documemation, but felt that
because of Mr. Campbell's anitude and insistence, he was preparing to discharge her.
Since she was convinced she was about to be discharged, the claimant did not want to
leave her documentation to be used as "fodder" and proceeded toward the office paper
shredder.

5.

Seeing the claimant walk by his office, Mr. Campbell stated he came out of his office and
watched as the claimant headed to the paper shredder; 1:hat the claimant flashed her
papers toward him, identifying them as her documentation. When it became evident to
him that the claimant was going to shred her papers, he instructed her to stop. The
claimant shredded the papers anyway. The claimant stated that Mr. Campbell's directive
to stop did not come until the shredding process had already begun and that, by Then, it
was too late.

6.

The claimant requested that they just "starl over" with a. clean slate. The claimant was
d1scharged for this insubordinate conduct
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AUTHORITY
Section 72-1351 (2)(a) of the Idaho Employment Security Law provides in part that for experience
rat1ng pwposes, no charge shall be made to the account of such covered employer with respect to
benefits paid to a worker who terminated his services voluntarily without good cause attributable to
such covered employer, or who had been discharged for misconduct in connection with such
services.
Section 72~ 1366(5) of the Idaho Employment Security Law provides that a claimant shall be
eligible for benefits provided that unemployment is not due to the fact that discharge was for
misconduct in connection with employment.

An employer may discharge an employee for any reason. However, only a djscharge that is found
to constitule misconduct for unemployment insurance purposes makes an employee ineligible for
benefits. The employer must carry the burden of proving that the employee was discharged for
employment-related misconducL Parker vs. St. Maries Plywood, 101 Idaho 415, 614 P.2d 955
(1980).
While an employer may make almost .@Y kind of rule for the conduct of his employees and under
some circumstances may be able to discharge an employee for violation of any rule, such does not,
per se, amount to 'misconduct' constituting a bar to unemployment compensation benefits. Wroble
vs. Bonners Ferry R.§.!lger Station, 97, Idaho 900, 556 P.2d 859 (1976).
Misconduct within the meaning of an unemployment compensation act excluding from its benefit
an employee discharged for misconduct mw;t be an act of wanton or willful disregard of the
employer's interest, a deliberate violation of the employer's rules, a disregard of standards of
behavior which the employer has the right to expect of his employee, or negligence in such degree
or recurrence as to manifest culpability, wrongful intent, or evil design, or show an intentional and
substantial disregard of the employer's interest or of the employee's duties and obligations to the
employer. Rasmussen vs. Emploun..ent Security Agency, 83 Idaho 198, 360 P.2d 90 (1961 ).
Mere inefficiency, unsatisfactory conduct, failure in good perfonnance as the result of inability or
incapacity, inadvenencies or ordinary negligence in isolated instances, or good faith errors in
judgment or discretion are not to be deemed "misconducf' within the meaning of the statute. Caner
vs. Emplovment Security Commission, 364 Mich. 538~ Ill N.W.2d 817 (1961 ).

CONCLUSIONS
Although an employer may discharge an employee for any reason, the employer canies the burden
of proof that rhe employee was discharged for employrTJ,ent related misconduct before a claimant
can be denied unemplQ}J]lentjgsurance benefits. The Idaho Supreme Court has defined misconduct
a~~ intentional di,sreM:t,d of the ~mploye!:]; interest, a deliberate violation of the employer's
rul~, or a disr~~ from the s_tandard of behavior which the employer has a right to expect or
~egligence in such a degree as to manifest culpability, wrongful intent, or evil design.
-

as

The employer asserts the claimant was discharged for ''sheer
documents after having been instructed not to. The:: claimant
documents did not occur until after the shredding process
Examiner finds that whether or not the shredding had already

insubordination" when she shredded
asserts the directive not to shred the
had already started. The Appeals
srarred is irrelevant Even accepting
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the employer's version o, the incident, finds that the claimant ... ..::onduct did not constitute
misconduct.
Whether insubordination constitutes misconduct within the scope of Idaho Code § 72-1366(5), is
a question of Jaw. Avery v. B. B. Rental Tollets) 97 ldaho 6! 1> 549 P.2d 270 (] 976).
Insubordination connotes a deliberate or willful refusal by an employee w obey a reasonable
order or directive that an employer is authorized to give and entitled to have obeyed. In Folks v.
Moscow School District #281, 129 Idaho 611, 614, 549 P.2d 642, 646 (1997), the Idaho
Supreme Court concluded such behavior "is merely one way by which an employer can prove
misconduct as a disregard of the standards of behavior which the employer has a right to expect."
Initially it must be determined whether or not the employer's expectations were objectively
reasonable.
The: employer asserts the claimant was discharged for shredding documents after having been
instructed not to. The AQPeals Examiner concludes the employer's directive was not !ibjective.ly
reasonable. The cfu..cuments in question belonged to the cla1mant and contained her personal
notations about issues and problems she was; having with a co-worker. The claimant detem1ined
she did not want to share this information and was not, ~ecrively, required to do so. She was
free to submit them or not submit them and shred them, if she chose to do so, requesTing inslead
to start over with a "clean slate."
Insubordination in the context of denying an application for unemployment benefits implies a
deliberate or willful refusal by an employee to obey a reasonable order or directive that an
employer is authorized to give and entitled to have obeyed. The Appeals Examiner finds that the
employer's directive did not meet this criteria.
While an employer has a right to expect that its employees will nol engage in protracted
argument after an order or directive is given to an employee, it cannot expect that its employees
will al all times be absolutely docile or servile. Avery v. B.B. Rental Toilets, 97 Idaho 61 l, 614,
549 P.2d 270, 273 (1976). Idaho Employment Security Law provides an isolated act or gMd faith
el"l"or in judgment is not considered misconduct. In this instance, however, the claimant's actions do
not exhibit the degree of willful d.isre~ard of en employer's interest, or a deliberate violation of an
employer's rule 1hat would constitute misconduc!:
The Appeals Examiner concludes thar the employer has not shown that the claimant was discharged
for misconduct in connection with employment. The claimant is eligible for benefits. 'The
employ r's experience rated account is chargeable for benefits paid to the claimant.

Grego Stevens
Appea s Examjner

Date of Mailing

August 29,2012

La5t Day To Appeal

September 12,2012
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You have FOURTEEN (ill DAYS FROM THE DATE OF MAIUNG to file a \Vlinen appeal with
the Idaho Industrial Commission. The appeal must be mailed to:
Idaho Industrial Commission
Judicial Division, IDOL Appeals
P.O. Box 83720
Boise, Idaho 83 720-0041

Or delivered in person to:
Idaho Industrial Commission
700 S Clearwater Lane
Boise, ID 83712
Or transmitted by facsimile to:
(208) 332-7558.
If the appeal is mailed, it must be postmarked no later lhan the last day to appeaL An appeal filed
by facsimile transmission must be received by the Commission by 5:00p.m.• Mountain Time, on
the last day to appeal. A facsimile transmission received after 5:00 p.m. will be deemed received by
the Commission on the next business day. A late: appeal will be dismissed. Appeals filed by any
means with the Appeals Bureau or a Department of Labor local office will not be accepted by the
Commission. TO EMPLOYERS WHO ARE INCORPORATED: lfyoufile an appeal with the
idaho Industrial Commission. the appeal musl be signed by a corporate officer or legal counsel
licensed 10 practice in the Stale of Idaho and The signature must include Ihe individual's title. The
Commission will not consider appeals submitted by employer representatives who are nor auorneys.
Ifyou request a heartng before rhe Commission or permission to file a legal brief, you must make
lhese requesrs rhrough legal counsel licensed w practice in the State of Idaho. QuestiorL'> should be
direcred to the Idaho industrial Commission, Unemploymen! Appeals, (208) 334-6024.
lf no appeal is filed, this decision will become final and cannot be changed. TO CLAIMANT;._lf_
th.iE..dccision is changed, any benefirs paid will be subj§ct to repayment. If an appeal is filed, you

should continue to report on your claim as long as you are unemployed.
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AHO DEP~RTMENT OF LABO
APPE LS BURBA U
317 WES MAIN STREET
BOISE, J AHO 83735-0720
(208) 332-3S72/ (SOD) 621-4938
FAX: r208) 334-6440
I

CERTIFl+TE OF SERVICE
Au ust 29 201
Examiner was served by regular United Sta
I hereby certify that on

I
t!S

, a true and correct copy of Decision of Appeals
mail upon each of the following:

DEANNE MUCHOW
780 JEWEL ST
BLACKFOOT ID 83221-3040
IDAHO YOUTH RANCH fNC
PO BOX 8538
BOISE ID 83707
VARSITY CONTRACTORS fNC
C/0 T ALX UC EXPRESS
PO BOX 173860

DENVER CO 80217-3860
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Auth Sy 347
Issue 10# 1 Res. Coi1e 020 Slarus D
211eottve Dale 061241:!0 12 Enc Date 99!1999
Issue !Oil. z Ralii. Code 021 S!atus R
Effective Date 06/Z412012 Enc Date 999999

ELIGIBILITY DETERMINATION
UNEMPLOYMENT INSURANCE CLAIM

SSN:
!NTERES~EC

DEANNE MUCHOW
780 JEWEL ST
BLACKFOOT ID 83221-3040

EMPLOYER;

VARSITY CONTRACTORS, INC.
C/0 TALX UCXPRESS

PO BOX 173860
DENVeR CO 80217-3860

DECISION
The claimant is ineligible for benefits effective 6/24/2012. Eligibility may be re-established when the
claimant has obtained bona-fide work and received wages in an amount of at least 14 times the weekly
benefii amount after 6/26/2012 and then becomes unemployed through no fault of the claimant. The
employer's account is held not chargeable for experience rating purposes for the claimant's benefits
effective 6/24/2012.
SUMMARY OF FACTS
• The claimant was discharged far insubordination.
• The claimant states that $he did nat want to leave documentation that could be turned against her lf
she was fired.
The claimant was discharged for misconduct when her actions fell below the standard of behavior the
employer had the right to expect.

LAW
Section 72-1351 (2){a) of the Idaho Employment Security Law provides In part that for experience rating
purposes, no charge shall be made to the account of such covered employer with respect to benefits paid
to a worker who terminated his services voluntarily without good cause attributable to such covered
employer, or who had been discharged for misconduct in connection with such services.
Section 72-1366(5) of the Idaho Employment Security Law provides that a claimant shall be eligible for
benefits provided that unemployment is not due to the fact that the claimant left employment voluntan1y
without good cause connected with his employment or that he was discharged for misconduct in
connection with his employment.
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If you disagree with this determination, you have FOURTE:EN (14) DAYS frorn the date of mailing to
file a protest. A protest must be in writing and signed by an Interested party. The protest can be
filed in person, faxed or mailed to any local Idaho DepQrtment of Labor Office. If the protest is mailed, it
must be postmarked no later than the last day to protest If the protest is faxed, it must be received by the
local office or 1he Appeals Bureau by 5:00 pm (as of the time zone of the office receiving the appeal) no
later than the last day to protest. Email protests will no1 be accepted. If no protest Is filed, this
determination will become final and cannot be changed. If you have any questions about this
determination or filing a protest. please contact any Idaho Department of Labor office.

TO CLAIMANT: If you have been allowed benefits and this determination is later reversed, benefits paid
are subject to repayment. If this occurs in your claim, a Determination of Overpayment wifl soon be mailed
to you. If this determination is protested. you should continue to report on your clalrn as long as
you are unemployed.
TO EMPLOYER: This will be your only opportunity to protest this issue. You may not protest
these findings after the decision becomes final. A future chargeability notice based on this issue
will not provide new protest rights.
DERECHOS DE PROTESTA
Si usted no es1a de acuerda con Ia determinaci6n, usted tiene CATORCE (14) dlas, a partir de Ia fecha
de envio por correo, para mandar una protesta. La protesta tiene que mandarse pot escrito y tiene que
estar firmada. La protesta puede ser entregada en persona, enviado por fax o puede ser enviada por
correo a cuaJquier oficina del Departamento de Trabajo. No se aceptan las protestas enviadas por correo
electr6nico. Si Ia protesta es enviada por cameo, Ia fecha puesta en el sabre no puede ser despues del
ultimo dia de protesta. Si ta pratesta es enviada por fax, debe ser recibida par Ia oficina local o Ia Oficina
de Apelaciones por las 5:00p.m. (del huso horario de Ia oficina que recibe Ia apetaci6n) no luego que el
ultimo dia para protestar. Si nose envia una protesta, esta determinaci6n sera final y no podra ser
cambiada. Si usted tlene pregunta alguna acerca de esta determinaci6n, o acerca de c6mo archivar una
protesta. p6ngase en oontacto con cualquiera oficina del Departamento de Trabajo.

AL RECLAMANTE: Si a usted se le dieron beneficios y esta determinaci6n es revisada mas tarde, los
beneficios ya pagados pueden estar sujetos a ser devueltos. Si esto pasa en su reclamo, una
Determinac:i6n de Sobrepago se fe mandara por correo. Si se protesta esta determinacion, usted debe
contfnuar reportando en au reclamo mlentras esta desempleado.

AL EMPLEADOR: Esta sera su solamente oportunidad de prote!d.ar esta edi~ion. Usted no puede
protestar estes resultados despuas de que Ia decision llegue a ser final. Un aviso futuro del
chargeability basado en esta edlci6n no proporcionara las nuevas derechas dtt Ia protesta.
REEMPLOYMENT SERVICES
Idaho Department of Labor can help you find your next job. Ask your nearest Idaho Department of Labor
Office for assistance in identifying work: opportunities in the area. You c;an check out the lates1 jobs or
register for work on the Internet at labor.jdaho.gov.
SERVICIOS PARA REGRESAR A TRABAJAR
Idaho Departamento de Trabajo le puede ayudar a encontrar su pr6ximo trabajo. Pida asistencia en su
oficina de Idaho Departamento de Trabajo mas cercana para localiz:ar oportunidades de trabajo en el
area. Usted puede revisar los trabajos mas recientes o registrarse para trabajar en el Internet en
labor.idaho.gov.
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APPEALS BUREAU
IDAHO DEPARTMENT OF LABOR
317 WEST MAIN STREET I BOISE. IDAHO 83735-0720
(208) 332-3572/ (800) 621-4938

FAX: (208) 334-6440
DEANNE MUCHOW,
SSN:
Claimant
vs.
Y ARSITY CONTRACTORS, INC.,
Employer

and
IDAHO YOUTH RANCH INC,
Cost Reimbursement Employer
and

)
)
}

)
)
)
)

DOCKET NUMBER 5715-2012

)

)
}

NOTICE OF TELEPHONE HEARING

)

)

)

IDAHO DEPARTMENT OF LABOR
})
____________________________________

~PLEASE NOTE: THE APPEALS BUREAU OFFICE IS LOCATED IN BOISE, IDAHO,
WHICH IS IN THE MOUNTAIN TIME ZONE. PARTIES MUST MAKE ANY NECESSARY
ADJUSTMENT FOR THEIR OWN TIME ZONE.*

THIS HEARING WILL BEGIN at 11:30 AM MOUNTAIN TIME on Monday, August 27,
2012. The Appeals Examiner will be Judge Stevens.
This hearing is to determine (1) whether the claimant quit voluntarily and, if so, whether with good
cause connected with the employment -OR- whether the claimant was discharged, and if so, whether for
misconduct in connection with the employment, according to §72-1366(5) of the Idaho Employment
Security Law; and (2) whether the employer's account is properly chargeable for experience rating
purposes for benefits paid to the claimant, accordirtg to §72-1351 (2)(a) of the Idaho Employment
Security Law .

. IMPORTANT INSTRUCTIONS FOR YOUR HEARING
DEANNE MUCHOW I VARSITY CONTRACTORS INC C/0 TALX UC EXPRESS: At the
time scheduled for your hearing, please call 364-7789 or toll-free 1-800-621-4938. When prompted,
enter Meeting ID number 57152 followed by the 11# 11 key. Follow the instructions as indicated. Once you
have announced yourself, you will then be connected with the conference. The hearing will begin
promptly, so it is suggested that you call a few minutes prior to the start of the hearing. {NOTE:J.Qai!9
Department of Labor Employees: Dial 2906 to participate.} ** IF YOU ARE UNABLE TO
ACCESS THE CONFERENCE. rMMEDlATELY TELEPHONE THE APPEALS BUREAU AT
(208)332-3572 OR 1-800-621-4938 and select 0.**

Notice of Telephone Hearing

-
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You must call at the rime scheduled for your hearing if you wish to participate. The Aeee!!_s
E:JCaminer will NOT call yol!...for the bear-ing. Failure to follow the instructions on this Notice may
result in the DISMI§_SAL of _your appe~d or FORFEITURE of your right to uarticipate in the
hearing.
IDAHO YOUTH R.Ai~CH INC: It does not appear that you have relevant evidence for this
hearing. Since you don't have relevant information, it is not necessary for you to call at the time of the
hearing. If you wish to participate, please notify the Appeals Bureau clerical staff to arrange for your

participation.
Secondary witnesses should not call and connect with the conference at the beginning of the
hearing. Additional witnesses will be called at a later time in the hearing, if necessary.

The Appeals Examiner assigned to your case MAY NOT HAVE CONTACT WITH YOU OR
ANY OTHER PARTY TO THIS CASE OUTSIDE OF THE HEARING AND WHICH IS NOT
RECORDED. If you have any questions about the hearing procedure or do not understand the
instructions in this Notice or in rhe attached Brochure. you may inquire with the clerical personnel of the
Appeals Bureau or any other available Appeals Examiner.

AUG 0 7 2012
DATE MAILED

.

Noti~c

ofTclcphone Hearing
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APPEALS BUREAU

IDAHO DEPARTMENT OF LABOR
317 WEST MAIN STREET I BOISE, IDAHO 83735-0720
(208) 332-3572 I (800) 621-4938
FAX: (208) 334-6440

CERTIFICATE OF SERVICE
1 hereby certify that on
AUG O7 201Z
, a true and correct copy of NOTICE OF
TELEPHONE HEARING was served by regu]EIT United States mail upon each of the following:
DEANNE MUCHOW
780JEWELST
BLACKFOOT ID 83221-3040

IDAHO YOUTH RANCH INC
PO BOX 8538
BOISE ID 83707
VARSITY CONTRACTORS INC C/0 TALX UC EXPRESS
?0 BOX 173860
DENVER CO 80217-3860

Notice of Telephone Hearins
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DISCHARGE- CLAIMANT STATEMENT
Phone: 785-4349 or 680-7575

Claimant's name: Deanne Muchow

SSN

0

Has Claimant earned 14xs?
Yes 0 No If yes stop.
Claimant's last day of work per IIC 06/:26/Jl
error out issue.
Claimant's Initial Statement on IIC (optional) Pasre initial IJC statement here. I was told by Shane it was
because I did not stop what I was working on and look him in the eye after he had been gone all week. I
tried to e~plain my work time constraints. Shane became hostile during a lengthy conversation and fired

me.
Per call to claimant 07/18/12 11:25 a.m. Left 48 hour script on voictlmail due 07120/12 by ll:25 a.m.
Claimant called back saJlle day@ 11:50 a.m.
Employer name, address, phone& fax;
Employer Rep name, address, phone& fax:
varsity Contractors
Talx Ucxprtss
J?O box 1692
PO Box 173860
l?ocatello, I:O 83201
Denver, CO 8021 7

1-800-829-15 10

0

Physical address verified by employer and in

ECOR£

0

D Address verified with Employer Rep

Mailing address for separation information
verified by employer and in ECORE
Initial call notes: Date & tirne, initials/telephone .ext #, then tw for eac!1 entry. Per call to claimant 07./18/12
11:10 a.m.

1. What happened on the last day 7 what was the final incident or precipitating event (final straw)
that resulted in your being di~charged? "' Get dates, names. exactly what happened. I was at a
total loss as to why I was called in. On 06/26/12 about a quarter to S, Shane comes into
the office and asked to speak with myself and Jennifer, my superviscr. We went into his
office and be made a ccmment that rny face was sunburned. Then he asked what was
going on because I hadn't talked .to him since be had come back to the office. I said i just
bad a lot to do. He asked if I was happy with my job at Varsity. I told him yes, I was. He
asked if Iliad any· issueS-with Varsity. I' said yes, with the chain of command. Then he
gQt upset. And started going off about he didn't know what problem' I had with Jennifer.
It turned into a lengthy discussion.
. .
2. (They stated that you bad told him that you stated your supcnrisor Jennifer oftens puts
you on the spot?) It wasn't putting me on the spot, there is this report that we had to do.
CompUance report, basically current employees that did net have a background check. I
had to figure out how to ger it done by myself. Then in a meeting with Shane and
Jennifer, the gall had asked question on this check, in- the meeting, not sure how it came
up, Jennifer turned to me and asked why I hadn't been running this report. 1 was
working on how to get it done. That's what I meant about being put on the spot.
(Did you tell him you had a log of these instances?) Yes; later in the conversation. I asked
him if I had time to go over this documentation and asked if we could meet ln the
morning. He said no, ~twas g()ing to be today. I went to go_get the documentation.
4. (Did you shred them?) I said here they are. (Did you give them to him?) No.
5. (Did he ask 'lou for them?) No. From my cubicle to hi~_Qfficej~-a~~ut l?.feet a.w:ay, the
shredder is about another equal distance to rbe other side Qf his office. 1 was walking
--- ~- - - - - - ~ ~·· ·· •1··-- -EXHIBIT#
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with the papers. I said I want xou know I do not lie, I do have the documentation. I
walked over to the shredder, another gal· Carol turned on the shredder and I shredded
them. But don't get her involved. He never told me not to shr-ed them. He said can we
discuss this, I dropped them in the shredder and I went into his office.
6. (After you put them in the shredder, and you went into his office whar did he say?) Your
fired. (Because you didn't take the notes to him?) I don't know, could be.
7. (Why not take them to him?) We were both upset. He can say he was calm and collected,
but he was just upset as I was. I was so frustrated, upset, crying and knew I was going tl)
get fired. I was afraid that whatever I had in there, that he would use against me. I knew
there was a couple of days that I vented, and 1 was not J!rofessional in my notes 1 and l
needed to proofread for it's appropriatness. And I didn't want to give them to him
because I was certain he was letting me go. It was more than an assumption. I didn't
want something around after I was gone. In March I started to keep ~otes, documenting
stuff. Different issues that Jennifer and I had. Also about the write up. I didn't want it
turned around and used against me. I said now I'm going to shred them, as I was
shredding them.
8. (You weren't nice in yonr notes about your supervisor?) I had vented, and needed to
proofread to make them appropriate.
9. (There is a witness statement from Jennifer stating she heard him tell you not to shred
them and you stiU shredded them?) They were already in the shredder. When I was
sticking them in the shredder, he could have said that.
1O.(Not according to the statements from Shane and Jennifer.) When I was walking over that
way, he would have assumed I was putting them in tbe box to be shredded. He was
furious. (You were toJd to go and get your notes and bring them back to the meeting.
You went to your office and got the notes, but you walked right by his office and
l__.,shredded them?) yes.
11.
12.
2. If nothing happened on that day, what was the final incident or precipitating event (final straw)
that resulted in your being discharged? * No laundry list, pinpoint the primary reason.
3. What were you told by your employer/supervisor at the time you were informed you were no
longer working there? That I was fired.
4. Did you receive any warnings? Yes.

4a.lfyes, what were you told?"' Get name of the person who issued the warnings, reason for
warnings, dares, & method, verbal' or wrillen. Another incident of disprespectfu! action may
result in final written warning.
5. Were you aware of a company policy addressing this type of incident? Yes.
Sa .If yes. what was the policy? Its very vague, its says if your not friendly and nh:et you
can be let go.
6. What behavior did you change after receiving notice that you needed to do so in order to
continue working?* What was the expected beha'V;or (i.e_ call in prior to the starr of the shift)?
What did the claimant do to modify the behavior to remain employed? Were !here
uncontrollable circumstances that caused the claimant to acl as slhe did? I determined that 1
wouldri'reven:have a conYersation with my boss-if ldidn't·agree with-what-she said. Just- ---- - - - . 2
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to basically do whatever she told roe to do. Under no circumstances did I ever have a
conversation with her. I had asked another person on how they thought I should handle
things with Jennifer, and she advised me that it would be best not to nccuse, but to rather
say things like "how can we work on this together'' and that was my plan.
7. How did your action/behavior negatively impact the employer's business (for example: "other
employees had to cover my shift, store was not opened as scheduled, etc.")? I'm not sure.
8. Other pertinent information: "'Add other relevam information and/or quesrionJ' and answers
here. {(discharge was nol work-related, be sure lO document rhar There ·were no work-related
reasons for the discharge. i.e. management wanted to make changes in personnel, there was
nothing wrong with my work or work habits, and I did the job to the besr of my ability. If rhe
claimarU's discharge was not reasonably relaTed in time to the act causing separation, no need
ro investigate further. but you must provide a time relation scmemenr. Don 1tforget to make a
summary and/or credibility .statement in your facr finding notes.
I made this statement for the purposes of obtaining unemployment insurance benefits. knowing
that the law provides penalties for false statements or withholding of facts. I authorize the above
employer to release any records they have that they believe pertain to my claim for benefits.
By filing this claim electronically the claimant authorizes the above employer to release any records they have
that they believe pertain to this claim for ben¢tits.

I Fact finder name:

RosalvaR3753

Additional Fact Finding Notes:

Examiner's Summary:

0
0

Physical address verified in or entered into ECORE.
Mailing address for separation infonnation verified in or entered into ECORE

Data Entry: Detennination
Issue 10:
Decision:
0 ALLOW
Effective Date:*
End Date:
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Pocatello. ID 83204-1692

Phone: (208) 232-8598

Fox: (208) 232-6068

Please send a copy to
Corporate

ADMIN1STRATIVE TEAM MEMBER

ACKNOWLEDGEMENT FORM

The Administrative Staff Handbook is for my use and a source of information about my
company and my job. It is not a contract of employment, ~xpressed or implied, but
merely sets forth regulations of employment methods for resolving conflicts, nnd an
explanation of my benefits and policies.

My signature below acknowledges my receipt of a copy of this handbook and my
understanding and acceptance that:
1.

2.

3.

4.

5.

6.
7.

I am responsible for reading, understanding, and adhering to the policies
outlined in the Administrative Staff Handbook and I am invited to ask my
Teap1 Leader any questions I may have.
The provisions of this handbook are guidelines, statements of policy ~nd
procedure which may be changed by the company at any time.
Management reserves the right to revise, modify, delete or add any and all
policies, procedures, work rules, or benefits stated in this handboolc or in nny
document at any time. However, uny such changes will be in writing and musL
be signed by the president of the company.
The company does not guarantee me specific benefits, because company
benefits, policies and procedures may change from time to time without my
consent.
No team leader or other representative of the company, other than its
President, has the authority to enter into any agreement for employment for a
specified period of time or make any agreements contrary to the policies
contained in this handbook;
The Administrative Staff handbook is also available for my review on the
website of the company at www.varsitycontractors.com; and
My employment relationship may be terminated by me or the company ac any
time, with or without notice, for any reason or for no reason.

Name (print)

~A"""""'-"--

M. . .~.l-'-~Y

Date of Hire _ _.;)=---~-~2-..,...-_\_\;o__ _ __

Employee Number ---.--._t......!.J=~7Y~r....:_r~------------------
TeamLeader

,_.J_t""i~ ~./

Team member Signarure:

Ph"fe# _,1U%-J.3;J-%5'l'ii

_llf_._._ •...._4~~

i/<"311;,_.

Witness S i g n a t u r e : - - - - - - - - - - - - - -
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Jf you would not say it in a typewritten memo
or letter, you should not say it in emai!.

3: l1e company has the right and capability to monitor
.l ntemet browsing and all messages by each user on
_ mr system. However, our goal is that team members
~
make this unnecessary. At the company,
~ ve have the privilege of lntemet access and it is
a:. mportant that we utilize this valuable asset for our
<=> nutual benefit.
7 :.lectronic mail is to be used for business purposes.
t~vnile personal electronic mail is pem1itted, it is
o be kept to a minimum. Personal electronic mall
be sent or received as seldom, and be as
1ef, as possible. No one may solicit, promote
advertise any organization, product or service
"" .hrough the use of electronic mail or anywhere else
~ m the company premises during work hours.
~ Please atso be aware that no one in the company has
'1. right to privacy in any matter created, received,
Jr sent on the email system. Email messages may
oe accessed and reviewed by systems or company
personnel, notwithstanding the use of passwords.
[nformation transmitted or stored on the email is the
sole property of the employer.

,,m

....: Team members are not permitted to send electronic
a..
~ mail thal contains ethnic slurs, racial epithets, or
ing that may be constmed as harassment or
:soaragement of others based on their race, national
sex, age, disability, religious or political
en
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beliefs. The company reserves the right to detennine
when a team member is sending excessive or
improper electronic mail.
The password feature of the company's network
and telecommunications system is important in
maintaining the confidentiality of the company's

communication system. Passwords, system
telephone numbers, and similar information may not
be disseminated to the public and must be retained
as confidential information by the user. For privacy
reasons, unauthorized team members may not
attempt to gain access to another team member's
personal file of e-mail messages without the latter's
express permission.
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Computer Use§ 2.26.03
All information systems of the company
(including computer files) are company property;
Consequently, team members should have no
expectations of privacy, and the company may

monitor, rev jew and disclose any communication
or files, as business needs requjre. To ensure the
safety and integrity of our computer systems, team
members may not install personal or other outside
software programs. Any exception to this policy
must be approved by the systems administrator at the

corporate offices of the company. The integrity of
our computer resources is extremely important to the
successful operation ofthe business orthe company.
AU computer eqLtipment, peripherals and software
are company property and are provided for business
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purposes. Company computer resources shou1d
not be used for personal activities, except in very
limited or purely incidental instances which do not
interfere with team member perfonmmce or consume
organizational resources. All team members are to
immediately report any potential or actual computer
security problems or concerns to the systems
administrator. Computer hard drives are subject
to periodic inspections and upon termination of
employment, all computer systems and information
are to be promptly returned to the company by the
team member. Any infonnation resident on the hard
drive of a computer owned by a team member is to
~ pennanently removed from any team member's
omputer at tbe time of termination. Information
related in any way to the business ofthe company
that is tmnsmitted or stored on computers owned by
t~ company, the team member or others is the sole
~roperty of the company.

Etfzical Standards§ 2.27.03
Each team member must recognize that the public
trust and the business reputation of the company
are assets that are preserved only if each team
member maintains the highest standards of integrity,
,._ credibility, and business ethics. Accordingly, the
~ company ex:pects each team member to act in the
best interests of the company by refraining from any
11ethical or unlawful conduct which might have a
damaging effect on the reputation of the company.
>~

Co11jlict of Inte1·est § 2. 28.03
The guiding principle of our conflict of interest
policy [s that aU team members are expected to
avoid situations in which their personal interests
may conflict, or appear to conflict, with the interests
of the company. At the same time, the company
recognizes and respects the individual's right to
engage in activities outside ofbis or ber employment
with the company that do not conflict with or reflect
negatively on the business of the company,
The company reserves the right to determine when
a team member's activities represent a conflict with,
or reflects negatively on the business of the company
and to apply the company's progressive counseling
and/or discipline procedures as necessary to resolve
the situation.

Family and Friends Visiting§ 2.29. 03
While we believe that tbe family is of major
importance in sustaining one of the rour quadrants
for success, team members should keep to a
minimum the amount of time spent at work vis[ting
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lf a team member has any doubt concerning any
action or activity that may be covered by this policy,
or has any knowledge of any possible conft[ct of
interest arising out of, or caused by, the conduct
of another team member, he or she immediately
shoutd discuss the situation with his or her team
leader or the next level of management. (See section:
Resolving Problems/Open Door Po Hey).
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BEFORE THE INDUSTRIAL COMMISSION OF THE STATE OF IDAHO

DEA
SSN:

W,
ant,

IDOL# 5715-2012

v.

VARSITY CONTRACTORS INC,
Employer,

NOTICE OF FILING
OF APPEAL

and
IDAHO YOUTH RANCH,
Cost Reimbursement Employer,

FIlED

and
IDAHO DEPARTMENT OF LABOR.

PLEASE TAKE NOTICE: The Industrial Commission has received an appeal from a
decision of an Appeals Examiner of the Idaho Department of Labor. A copy of the appeal is
enclosed, along with a copy of the Commission's Rules of Appellate Practice and Procedure.
PLEASE READ ALL THE RULES CAREFULLY

The Industrial Commission promptly processes all unemployment appeals in the order
received. In the mean time, you may want to visit our web site for more information:
www.iic.idaho.gov.
The Commission will make its decision in this appeal based on the record of the
proceedings before the Appeals Examiner of the Idaho Department of Labor.

INDUSTRIAL COMMISSION
POST OFFICE BOX 83 720
BOISE IDAHO 83720-0041
(208) 334-6024
Calls Received by the Industrial Commission May Be Recorded

NOTICE OF FILING OF APPEAL - 1

CERTIFICATE OF SERVICE
I hereby certify that on the 2th day of September, 2012 a true and correct copy of the
Notice of Filing of Appeal and compact Disc of hearing was served by regular United States
mail upon the following:

APPEAL:
IDAHO YOUTH RANCH
PO BOX 8538
BOISE, ID 83707

APPEAL AND DISC:
DEANNE MUCHOW
780 JEWEL ST
BLACKFOOT, ID 83221

DEPUTY ATTORNEY GENERAL
IDAHO DEPARTMENT OF LABOR
STATE HOUSE MAIL
317
MAIN STREET
BOISE ID 83735

kh

)

~

~~
Assistant Colll'l:'tllSSion Secretary

NOTICE OF FILING OF APPEAL- 2

IDAHO INDUSTRIAL COMMISSION
PO Box 83720
Boise, ID 83720-0041
(208) 334-6000 - FAX (208) 334-2321
1-800-950-2110

COMMISSIONERS
Thomas E. Limbaugh, Chairman
Thomas P. Baskin
R.D. Maynard
Mindy Montgomery, Director

C.L. "BuTCH" OTTER, GOVERNOR

September 27, 2012

Varsity Contractors Inc
C/0 TALX UC Express
PO Box 173860
Denver CO 80217-3860

RE: Deanne Muchow V s. Varsity Contractors Inc
ss #
IDOL# 5715-2012
Dear: TALX UC Express Representative
The Idaho Industrial Commission received an appeal in the above entitled unemployment insurance
case. According to the Idaho Department of Labor Appeals Examiner's Decision, you represented
the employer in this matter prior to this appeal.
Pursuant to Idaho Code § 72-1323, Rule 4 of the Rules of Appellate Practice and Procedure under
the Idaho Employment Security Law, effective as amended January 1, 2012, and Idaho Supreme
Court case law (White v. Idaho Forest Industries, 98 Idaho 784, 572 P.2d 887 (1977); Kyle v. Beco
Corp., 109 Idaho 267, 707 P.2d 378 (1985)), the Idaho Industrial Commission cannot allow thirdparty, non-attorney representation of an employer in these matters. Consequently, you will not be
served with any additional information related to this appeal.
The Commission does not have a current mailing address for the employer. Please inform your
client that if they want to receive documentation related to this appeal or otherwise participate in the
appeal process, they must provide the Commission with their mailing address, in writing, or appear
before the Commission through an attorney licensed to practice law in the state ofldaho.

Jessica Solis
Assistant Commission Secretary
cc:
DEPUTY ATTORNEY GENERAL
IDAHO DEPARTMENT OF LABOR
STATE HOUSE MAIL
317 W MAIN STREETBOISE ID 83735

DEANNE MUCHOW
780 JEWEL ST
BLACKFOOT, ID 83221
700 So. Clearwater Ln., Boise, ID
Equal Opportunity Employer

IDAHO YOUTH RANCH
POBOX 8538
BOISE, ID 83707

LAWRENCE G. WASDEN
ATTORNEY GENERAL
CRAIG G. BLEDSOE- ISB# 3431
TRACEY K. ROLFSEN- ISB# 4050
CHERYL GEORGE- ISB# 4213
Deputy Attorneys General
Idaho Department of Labor
317 W. Main Street
Boise, Idaho 83735
Telephone: (208) 332-3570 ext. 3148

BEFORE THE INDUSTRIAL COMMISSION OF THE STATE OF IDAHO
DEANNE MUCHOW,
Claimant,
vs.
VARSITY CONTRACTORS, INC.,
and
IDAHO YOUTH RANCH, INC.,
Employers,
and

)
)
)

)
)
)
)

IDOL NO. 5715-2012

NOTICE OF APPEARANCE

)
)
)
)
)
)
)
)
)
)

IDAHO DEPARTMENT OF LABOR.
_____________________________
)
TO THE ABOVE-NAMED PARTIES:
Please be advised that the undersigned Deputy Attorney General representing the
Idaho Department of Labor hereby enters the appearance of said attorneys as the
attorneys of record for the State of Idaho, Department of Labor, in the above-entitled
proceeding.

By statute, the Department of Labor is a party to all unemployment

insurance appeals in Idaho.
NOTICE OF APPEARANCE - 1

31

DATED this""-'-- day of October, 2012.

Tracey K. obfsen
Deputy A~ey General
Idaho Department of Labor

CERTIFICATE OF MAILING

I HEREBY CERTIFY that a copy of the foregoing NOTICE OF APPEARANCE,
was mailed, postage prepaid, this

,jrd

DEANNE MUCHOW
780 JEWEL STREET
BLACKFOOT ID 83221-3040
VARSITY CONTRACTORS INC
ATTN NATHAN R LONG
PO BOX 1692
POCATELLO ID 83204-1692
IDAHO YOUTH RANCH INC
PO BOX 8538
BOISE ID 83707

NOTICE OF APPEARANCE - 2

day of October, 2012, to:

BEFORE THE INDUSTRIAL COMMISSION OF THE STATE OF IDAHO

DEANNE MUCHOW,
SSN
Claimant,

IDOL# 5715-2012

v.
VARSITY CONTRACTORS INC,
Employer,

AMENDED
NOTICE OF FILING
OF APPEAL

and
IDAHO YOUTH RANCH,
Cost Reimbursement Employer,
and
IDAHO DEPARTMENT OF LABOR.

CERTIFICATE OF SERVICE
I hereby certify that on the / (fi day of October, 2012 a true and correct copy of
AMENDED NOTICE OF FILING Oi?APPEAL TO CORRECT PARTIES was re-served by
regular United States mail upon the following:
VARSITY CONTRACTORS, INC.
PO BOX 1692
POCATELLO ID 83204
sb

cc:
IDAHO YOUTH RANCH
PO BOX 8538
BOISE, ID 83 707
DEANNE MUCHOW
780 JEWEL ST
BLACKFOOT, ID 83221

DEPUTY ATTORNEY GENERAL
IDAHO DEPARTMENT OF LABOR
STATE HOUSE MAIL
317 W MAIN STREET
BOISE ID 83735

BEFORE THE INDUSTRIAL COMMISSION OF THE STATE OF IDAHO
DEANNE MUCHOW,
Claimant,

IDOL# 5715-2012
V.

VARSITY CONTRACTORS, INC.,
Employer,
and
IDAHO YOUTH RANCH,
Cost Reimbursement Employer,
and
IDAHO DEPARTMENT OF LABOR.

CERTIFICATE OF SERVICE
I hereby certify that on the 11th day of October, 2012, a true and correct copy of
Employer's Correspondence filed October 10, 2012 was served by regular United States mail
upon the following:
DEANNE MUCHOW
780 JEWEL ST
BLACKFOOT ID 83221
IDAHO YOUTH RANCH
PO BOX 8538
BOISE ID 83707
sb

cc:

VARSITY CONTRACTORS, INC.
PO BOX 1692
POCATELLO ID 83204

DEPUTY ATTORNEY GENERAL
IDAHO DEPARTMENT OF LABOR
STATE HOUSE MAIL
317 W MAIN STREET
BOISE ID 83735
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j l5 South 5th Avenue
Post Office Box 1692
Pocarello, lD B;\204-1692
Telephone (208) 232-8598
Facsimile: (208) 232-6068

October 10, 2012

Via Facsimile
Idaho Industrial Commission
P.O. Box 83720
Boise, Idaho 83720-0041
FAX: (208) 334-2321

Re:

Deanne Muchow vs. Varsity Contractors, Inc.
SS
ID

To Whom It May Concern;
Our office received the attached correspondence stating that the Idaho Industrial Commission
does not have a current mailing address for Varsity Contractors, Inc., the employer in the above
referenced matter. Our current mailing address, as listed on our attached appeal filed on September 12,
2012, is as follows:
Nathan R. Long, Esq.
Corporate Secretary and General Counsel
Varsity Contractors, Inc.
P.O. Box 1692
Pocatello, Idaho 83204

If you should you have any questions ore require any additional information please contact our
office.

NRlJham
Enclosures

- - - · · ..

·------ ..

WE CLEAN IT. WE FIX IT. WE BUILD IT.

.

BEFORE THE INDUSTRIAL COMMISSION OF THE STATE OF IDAHO

DEANNE MUCHOW,
SSN:
nt,
vs.
VARSITY CONTRACTORS INC.,
Employer,
and

)
)
)
)
)
)
)
)
)
)
)

IDOL# 5715-2012
DECISION AND ORDER

IDAHO YOUTH RANCH,
)
Cost Reimbursement Employer, )
and
IDAHO DEPARTMENT OF LABOR.

)
)
)
)

Appeal of a Decision issued by an Appeals Examiner with Idaho Department of Labor
finding Claimant eligible for unemployment benefits and Employer's account chargeable.
REVERSED.
Employer, Varsity Contractors, Inc., appeals to the Industrial Commission a Decision
issued by the Idaho Department of Labor ("IDOL" or "Department") finding Claimant, Deanne
Muchow, eligible for unemployment insurance benefits. The Department's Appeals Examiner
concluded that: 1) Employer discharged Claimant for reasons other than misconduct connected
with employment; and, 2) Employer's account was not chargeable for experience rating
purposes. Claimant and Employer appeared and participated in the Appeals Examiner's hearing.
While none of the interested parties specifically seeks a new hearing before the
Commission, Employer submitted additional evidence for consideration on appeal. (Employer's
appeal, filed April 27, 2012). The Commission reviews these matters based on the record before
the Appeals Examiner.

However, the Commission is granted the discretion to hold a new

DECISION AND ORDER- 1

hearing to admit additional evidence ifthe interests of justice require. Idaho Code§ 72-1368(7).
Since the additional evidence Employer wants the Commission to consider is absent from the
record, the Commission construes Employer's submission as a request for a new hearing to
augment the record. That issue is addressed below.
The undersigned Commissioners have conducted a de novo review of the record as
provided for in Idaho Code § 72-1368(7). Spruell V. Allied Meadows Corp., 117 Idaho 277,
279, 787 P.2d 263, 265 (1990). The Commission has relied on the audio recording of the
hearing before the Appeals Examiner conducted on August 27, 2012, along with the Exhibits [1
through 8] admitted into the record during that proceeding.
FINDINGS OF FACT

Based on the evidence contained in the record, the Commission concurs with and adopts
the Findings of Fact as set forth in the Appeals Examiner's Decision.
REQUEST FOR NEW HEARING

Pursuant to Idaho Code § 72-1368(7), the Commission may, m its sole discretion,
"conduct a hearing to receive additional evidence or may remand the matter back to the appeals
examiner for an additional hearing and decision."

In this case, Employer asks that the

Commission consider additional documents that were not made a part of the record during the
Appeals Examiner's hearing. (Employer's Correspondence, filed September 12, 2012). Because
this evidence is not part of the record established during the Appeals Examiner's hearing, we
would have to reopen the evidentiary record and admit them before we could consider their
contents.
Rule 7 (B) 5 of the Rules of Appellate Practice and Procedure Under the Idaho
Employment Security Law, effective as amended, January 1, 2012, provides that a party
requesting a hearing to offer additional evidence shall submit "the reasons why the proposed
DECISION AND ORDER- 2

evidence was not presented before the appeals examiner." Whether a party seeks to present
additional evidence or make an oral argument on the basis of the record as it stands, that party
must present some justification for that request.

Unemployment insurance appeals are

adjudicated under the principals and procedures of administrative law. Hearings at this level of
review are not a matter of right, as in some other forums.
Employer was notified that if there was additional evidence that they wanted included in
the record, they needed to provide it to the Appeals Examiner and Employer in advance of the
hearing. (Exhibit 2, p. 1). Employer's representatives participated in the Appeals Examiner's
hearing and provided evidence in advance of the hearing that was admitted into the record.
There is no an indication or allegation of improprieties that precluded Employer from a full and
fair opportunity to present evidence supporting their contentions about this case during that
hearing.
Further, we note that the ability to provide testimony and evidence for the Appeals
Examiner did not end with the conclusion of the hearing. Employer could have asked that the
Appeals Examiner reopen the hearing to take any additional evidence that they deemed crucial to
the case, as described in the documents accompanying the Hearing Notice. (Exhibit 2, p. 2).
The Appeals Bureau's procedure provides a means for admitting additional evidence or witness
testimony that was not available for the original hearing. Nevertheless, there is nothing in the
record to suggest that Employer took advantage of that opportunity.
The Commission takes the position that conducting a new hearing at this level of review
is an extraordinary measure and should be reserved for those cases when due process or other
interests of justice demand no less. We find no such circumstances here. Therefore, we find no
reason to conduct an additional hearing in this case. Accordingly, Employer's request for a new

DECISION AND ORDER- 3

hearing is DENIED. The Commission will base its decision in this matter on the evidence and
testimony provided during the Appeals Examiner's hearing.
DISCUSSION

The parties agree that Employer discharged Claimant on June 26, 2012.

(Audio

recording). The Idaho Employment Security Law provides unemployment insurance benefits to
claimants who become unemployed due to no fault of their own. In the case of a discharge, as
was the cause for the separation here, the issue is whether the claimant committed some form of
employment-related misconduct that would render him or her ineligible for unemployment
benefits pursuant to Idaho Code § 1366(5).

The burden of proving misconduct by a

preponderance of the evidence falls strictly on the employer. Appeals Examiner of Idaho Dept.
of Labor v. J.R. Simplot Co., 131 Idaho 318, 320, 955 P.2d 1097, 1099 (1998).

If the

discharging employer does not meet that burden, benefits must be awarded to the claimant. Roll
v. City of Middleton, 105 Idaho 22, 25,665 P.2d 721, 724 (1983); Parker v. St. Maries Plywood,
101 Idaho 415,419, 614 P.2d 955, 959 (1980).
What constitutes "just cause" in the mind of an employer for dismissing an employee is
not the legal equivalent of "misconduct" under Idaho's Employment Security Law. The two
issues are separate and distinct.

Therefore, whether the employer had reasonable grounds

according to the employer's standards for dismissing a claimant is not controlling of the outcome
in these cases. Our only concern is whether the reasons for discharge constituted "misconduct"
connected with the claimant's employment such that the claimant can be denied unemployment
benefits. Beaty v. City ofldaho Falls, 110 Idaho 891, 892, 719 P.2d 1151, 1152 (1986).
Claimant began working for Employer as a human resources assistant on February 2,
2011. During her employment, Claimant had an ongoing conflict with her supervisor, Jennifer

DECISION AND ORDER- 4

Knapp. Claimant lodged several complaints about Ms. Knapp with the HR director, Shane
Campbell. On June 26, 2012, Claimant, Ms. Knapp and Mr. Campbell all met to discuss the
conflict between Ms. Knapp and Claimant. During this meeting, both Claimant and Ms. Knapp
indicated that they had documentation outlining their complaints with each other. Mr. Campbell
asked Claimant and Ms. Knapp to go get their documentation and bring it back to his office so
that they could try and resolve the conflict. (Audio recording).
Claimant indicated that while she did have the documentation, she needed to proofread it
and asked if they could continue the meeting the next day so that she could have time to look it
over.

Since Mr. Campbell was leaving on a business trip the next morning, he informed

Claimant that they could not meet the next day but that she could have a few minutes to look it
over. Claimant went to her desk to review her documentation and Ms. Knapp went to her office
to do the same. After several minutes, Claimant felt that her documentation was in order so she
printed it out and approached Mr. Campbell outside of his office.

Claimant waved the

documentation in the air, told Mr. Campbell "here it is, now I am going to shred it" and then
went to the paper shredder and prepared to shred all of the documents. As Claimant passed by
Mr. Campbell and approached the paper shredder, Mr. Campbell told Claimant not to shred the
documents.

Claimant shredded the documents anyway.

Claimant was discharged for

insubordination. (Audio recording; Exhibit 4, pp. 8-1 0).
The Idaho Supreme Court has established three grounds upon which to determine
whether Claimant has engaged in "misconduct" as it applies to eligibility for unemployment
benefits.

Further, the Court requires the Commission to consider all three grounds in

determining whether misconduct exists. Dietz v. Minidoka County Highway Dist., 127 Idaho
246, 248, 899 P.2d 956, 958 (1995).

DECISION AND ORDER- 5

We have carefully considered all three grounds for

determining misconduct and conclude the issue can be disposed of under the "standards of
behavior" analysis without further unnecessary explanation of the other two grounds.
Under the "standards-of-behavior" analysis, the employer must show by a preponderance
of the evidence that it communicated its expectations to the claimant, or that its expectations
"flowed normally" from the employment relationship. Further, the employer must demonstrate
that those expectations were objectively reasonable as applied to the claimant. As the Idaho
Supreme Court has pointed out, an "employer's expectations are ordinarily reasonable only
where they have been communicated to the employee." Folks v. Moscow School District No.
281, 129 Idaho 833, 838, 933 P.2d 642,647 (1997).
Notably, there is no requirement that the employer must demonstrate that the employee's
behavior was subjectively willful, intentional, or deliberate in his or her disregard of the
employer's expectations. Welch v. Cowles Publishing Co., 127 Idaho 361, 364, 900 P.2d 1372,
1375 (1995). Because the employer need not demonstrate some form of"malice" on the part of
the employee, what communication did or did not take place between the employer and the
claimant becomes a key element in these cases. An employee can only be held accountable for
breaching those expectations that he or she understood, explicitly or implicitly, and was capable
of satisfying. Puckett v. Idaho Department of Corrections, 107 Idaho 1022, 695 P.2d 407 (1985).
Certainly, Employer had a reasonable expectation that Claimant would not disregard a
direct order from her boss and shred documents after he told her not to.

While Claimant

maintains that she started shredding her documentation before Mr. Campbell told her not to do it,
both Mr. Campbell and Ms. Knapp testified that Mr. Campbell told her not to shred the
documents before she even got to the paper shredder. Additionally, while Claimant testified that
she did not think she would get discharged for shredding the documentation, Claimant had
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received a previous warning for disrespectful behavior and should have realized that shredding
documentation in direct disregard of her superior's order would result in further discipline.
(Audio recording; Exhibit 3, p. 2; Exhibit 4, p. 4).
Further, while Claimant may have felt that she did not have to show her documentation to
Mr. Campbell if she did not want to, under Employer's policy "refusing to obey or carry out
legitimate orders of a team leader or other management personnel, or engaging in other acts of
gross insubordination" is grounds for immediate dismissal. (Exhibit 8, pp. 3-5). It is clear from
the evidence presented that Mr. Campbell requested documentation regarding the conflict to aid
him in attempting to resolve the conflict between his two employees.

His sole purpose in

requesting the documentation and ordering Claimant not to shred it was to resolve this dispute.
Despite the legitimate purpose behind his request and order, Claimant shredded the
documentation against his direct order. (Audio recording).
Claimant testified that she shredded the documents despite his direct order not to because
she felt that she was going to be discharged anyway and she did not want the documents lying
around after she was gone. However, the whole purpose of the meeting on June 26, 2012 was to
get to the bottom of the conflict between Claimant and Ms. Knapp, and Mr. Campbell had not
once informed Claimant that she was going to be fired.

Nor had Mr. Campbell made any

decision to discharge Claimant prior to her shredding the documents. Mr. Campbell testified that
it was Claimant's actions in shredding the documentation against his direct order, and thereby
precluding any further potential resolution of the conflict, that resulted in her discharge. (Audio
recording).
Employer had a reasonable expectation that Claimant would not shred documents that
were relevant to the conflict resolution process after receiving a direct order not to. Claimant
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chose to disregard Employer's instructions and shredded the requested documentation anyway.
Claimant's behavior fell below the standard Employer reasonably expected, and that behavior
resulted in Claimant's discharge. Therefore, we are satisfied that Employer discharged Claimant
for employment-related misconduct. Claimant is ineligible for unemployment benefits.
CONCLUSIONS OF LAW
I

Employer discharged Claimant for employment-related misconduct.
II

Employer's account is not chargeable for experience rating purposes.
ORDER

The Decision of the Appeals Examiner is REVERSED and Claimant is ineligible for
unemployment benefits. Employer's account is not chargeable for experience rating purposes.
This is a final order under Idaho Code § 72-1368(7).
DATED this _df}_ day of Lf11f\.!rrf\}2 u

2012.
INDUSTRIAL COMMISSION
~
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CERTIFICATE OF SERVICE
I hereby certify that on the cf}rjf:: day of l{lo~t'm ~e..,_
2012, a true and correct copy
of Decision and Order was served by regular United States mail upon each of the following:
DEANNE MUCHOW
780 JEWEL ST
BLACKFOOT ID 83221
VARSITY CONTRACTORS INC
PO BOX 1692
POCATELLO ID 83204
IDAHO YOUTH RANCH
PO BOX 8538
BOISE ID 83707
DEPUTY ATTOR-NEY GENERAL
IDAHO DEPARTMENT OF LABOR
STATEHOUSE MAIL
317 W MAIN STREET
BOISE ID 83735
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DeAnne Muchow
780 Jewel St
Blackfoot, Idaho 83221
December 4, 2012

State of Idaho
Industrial Commission
700 So. Clearwater Ln.
PO Box 83 720-0041
Boise, Idaho 83 720
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To whom it may concern:
Please accept this request of appeal to the Idaho Supreme Court regarding the Decision and
Order filed by the Industrial Commission on November 20,2012. The Decision and Order
reversing my eligibility for unemployment benefits was not based on the facts as they occurred
on June 26, 2012. It is difficult for me to accept a decision based on misquotes especially when
the entire meaning and intent of my words are changed.
The Decision states, "On June 26,2012, Claimant, Ms. Knapp and Mr. Campbell all met to
discuss the conflict between Ms. Knapp and Claimant." The purpose of the meeting was not
stated nor understood by me. (Decision and Order, pp. 5) The Decision also misquotes me as
saying, "here it is, now I am going to shred if' referring to my documentation I had been keeping
since March, 2012, and entered in as Exhibit 6, pp. 4-16. The anger and hostility presented by
Mr. Campbell during our meeting that had been going on for 45 minutes left me in fear that he
would physically remove the papers from my hands. I did not say anything to indicate that I
intended to shred the papers or Mr. Campbell would have taken the papers away from me.
(Decision and Order, pp. 5, Exhibit 6, pp. 15)
The facts of the events of June 26,2012, as they have been established in the evidence are as
follows: When Mr. Campbell returned to the office on June 26, 2012, he and Jennifer Knapp met
privately to discuss an incident that occurred the previous day. Jennifer's version of the events
painted a very different view of me as an employee than the facts of the occurrence. Mr.
Campbell called Jennifer and me into his office for a meeting at 4:45pm. Mr. Campbell had
Jennifer establish her version of events regarding the previous day. My request to continue the
meeting the following day was immediately denied. (Audio recording, Exhibit 4, pp. 8, Exhibit 8,
pp.l4-15)
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When I disagreed with Jennifer's version of events, Mr. Campbell became very hostile and
enraged. Had Mr. Campbell's intent of the meeting been," .. .in attempting to resolve the conflict
between his two employees" Mr. Campbell would have given me the opportunity to defend
myself from his accusations. (Decision and Order, pp. 7, Exhibit 6, pp. 11-15) At 5:30pm on
June 26,2012, Mr. Campbell dismissed Jennifer and me to proofread our documentation.
As I left Shane Campbell's office I knew his intent was to dismiss me from employment due to
these circumstances:
• I was called into a meeting with my supervisor and the HR Director, Shane Campbell at
4:45pm at the end of the workday. (Audio recording, Exhibit 4, pp. 8)
• My request to continue the meeting the following day was denied. (Exhibit 4, pp. 8,
Exhibit 8, pp. 14, Critical Point 1 noted below)
• The HR Director did not allow me to discuss the events of the previous day and would
interrupt me each time I spoke. Mr. Campbell had no intention of resolving any problem
between Jennifer and me. (Exhibit 6, pp.l2-14)
• The level of anger and hostility from Mr. Campbell did not fit the circumstances involved
in the meeting. (Audio recording, Exhibit 6, pp. 11-15)
• The meeting had continued beyond 5:30pm when I had never been allowed to have
overtime. Previously I had been dismissed promptly at 5:00pm from all work activities
including department meetings. (Exhibit 6, pp. 15)
The only reason Mr. Campbell had continued the meeting so late was to obtain my
documentation and whatever information it contained before I was dismissed from my
employment.
Critical Points:
1. The first mention of a business trip scheduled the morning following the meeting on June
26, 2012, occurred in Shane Campbell's statement of additional detail submitted as
evidence for the hearing. Mr. Campbell added as an afterthought," ... in part because I
was going to be leaving tomorrow morning ... " as his reason for denying me a meeting
the following day. (Exhibit 8, pp. 14-15) There is no statement regarding a business trip
in the documentation immediately following the meeting on June 26, 2012. Furthermore,
no notice or email was sent to the department members as was always the HR Director's
practice regarding any scheduling that removed Mr. Campbell from the office. (Exhibit 4,
pp. 8-9)
2. The only discussion regarding shredding my documentation occurred after my
documentation was already in the shredder in the process of being shredded. This
conversation as stated by Shane Campbell, " ... the documents ... were starting to go right
down into the shredder and I said, DeAnne, do not shred those documents ... " and "As
the documents were coming in contact with the shredder I said in a stem voice, DeAnne,
do not shred those documents!" (Audio recording time 26:00, Exhibit 4, pp. 8, Exhibit 8,
pp. 14-15) This conversation as stated by Jennifer Knapp, "She [DeAnne] said something
to Shane when she went by his office but I did not hear it. Shane came to his door and
asked her not to shred it but she did." (Exhibit 4, pp. 9) This conversation as stated by
Carol Rudolph, " ... Shane told her not to shred the document but by then the document
was in the shredder." (Exhibit 8, pp. 10).
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3. According to the Appeals Examiner, Gregory Stevens, "The documents in question
belonged to the claimant and contained her personal notations about issues and problems
she was having with a co-worker. The claimant determined she did not want to share this
information and was not, objectively, required to do so. She was free to submit them or
not submit them and shred them, if she chose to do so, requesting instead to start over
with a 'clean slate'." (Decision ofAppeals Examiner, pp. 4)
The issue at question in approving or denying unemployment benefits has been narrowed down
to whether or not I intentionally disobeyed an order that constituted misconduct according to
Idaho Code 72-1366(5). As evidenced in statements by Mr. Campbell, he did not know that I
would shred the documents. (Audio recording time 26:00, Exhibit 8, pp. 14-15) The fact is there
was no discussion of shredding until the documents were in the shredder and that is the reason
Mr. Campbell was in "disbelief." It was impossible and certainly unreasonable to follow Mr.
Campbell's "direct order" not to shred the documents when the documents were already in the
shredder being shredded. (Audio recording, Exhibit 8, pp. 14-15)
If further clarifications of the facts are needed I will provide statements from former employees
regarding the treatment of them by Varsity and Jennifer Knapp's intentional misstatements that
caused their termination.
Please reconsider the decision made by the Industrial Commission to reverse my unemployment
benefits. The money received has assisted my family a great deal and has enabled us to keep our
home. Prior to June 26, 2012, I envisioned myself employed at Varsity Contractors Inc. for many
yean~ to come and the events of that day have been hard for me to come to terms with.
Sincerely,

i)_._L~v<A-P '~' "r~
. L~-DeAnne Muchow
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NATHAN R. LONG, #5645
VARSITY CONTRACTORS, INC.
Post Office Box 1692
Pocatello, Idaho 83204
Telephone: (208) 232-8598
Facsimile: (208) 232-6068
nlong @varsityfs.com
Attorney for Respondent
VARSITY CONTRACTORS, INC.

IN THE SUPREME COURT OF THE STATE OF IDAHO

DEANNE MUCHOW,

)
)

Claimant-Appellant,

)

NOTICE OF APPEARANCE

)

v.

)
)

VARSITY CONTRACTORS, INC.,
Employer; IDAHO YOUTH RANCH, Cost
Reimbursement Employer; IDAHO
DEPARTMENT OF LABOR,

)
)
)
)
)
)

Defendants-Respondents.

Supreme Court Docket No. 40559-2012
Industrial Commission No. 5715-2012

Notice is hereby given of the entry of the undersigned as counsel for Respon_Qent Varsity
~._,

Contractors, In., and request that all documents and pleadings filed in this matter be served upon
said counsel at the address noted above.

NOTICE OF APPEARANCE-Docket No. 40559-2012

CERTIFICATE OF SERVICE
Original of the forgoing mailed for
filing on December 31, 2012 to:
State of Idaho Supreme Court
Attn: Dorothy Beaver
Supreme Court Building
P.O. Box 83720
Boise, Idaho 83720-0101
With copies mailed to:
DeAnn Muchow, pro se
780 Jewel St.
Blackfoot, Idaho 83221
Idaho Youth Ranch
P.O. Box 8538

Boise, Idaho 83707
Deputy Attorney General
Idaho Department of Labor
State House Mail
317 W. Main Street
Boise, Idaho 83735
Industrial Commission Secretary
Attn: Shelly Bledsoe
P.O. Box 83720
0 83720

NOTICE OF APPEARANCE- Docket No. 40559-2012

BEFORE THE SUPREME COURT OF THE STATE OF IDAHO

DEANNE MUCHOW,
Claimant/Appellant,

SUPREME COURT NO. _ __

v.
VARSITY CONTRACTORS, INC.,
Employer/Respondent,

CERTIFICATE OF APPEAL
OF DEANNE MUCHOW

and
IDAHO YOUTH RANCH,
Cost Reimbursement Employer,
and
IDAHO DEPARTMENT OF LABOR,
Res ondents.

_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ ____.L_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ ___l___ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _

Appeal From:

Industrial Commission,
presiding.

Case Number:

IDOL# 5715-2012

Order Appealed from:

Decision and Order, filed November 20, 2012.

Representative/Claimant:

DeAnne Muchow
780 Jewel St.
Blackfoot, ID 83221

Representative/Employers:

Varsity Contractors Inc
PO Box 1692
Pocatello, ID 83204

Thomas

Idaho Youth Ranch
PO Box 8538
Boise, ID 83707
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E.

Limbaugh,

~_

Chairman,

Representative/IDOL:

Tracey K. Rolfsen
Idaho Department of Labor
317 W. Main St.
Boise, ID 83735

Appealed By:

DeAnne Muchow, Claimant/Appellant

Appealed Against:

Varsity Contractors, Inc., Employer/Respondent
and IDAHO DEPARTMENT OF LABOR/Respondent

Notice of Appeal Filed:

December 7, 2012

Appellate Fee Paid:

$86.00

Transcript:

Transcript will be ordered

Dated:

Decem er 11, '2CH2
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CERTIFICATION

I, SHELLY BLEDSOE, the undersigned Assistant Commission Secretary of the
Industrial Commission of the State of Idaho, hereby CERTIFY that the foregoing is a true
and correct photocopy of the NOTICE OF APPEAL FILED DECEMBER 7, 2012 and the
DECISION AND ORDER FILED NOVEMBER 20, 2012; and the whole thereof, DOCKET
NUMBER 5715-2012 for DEANNE MUCHOW.
IN WITNESS WHEREOF, I have hereunto set my hand and affixed the official seal of
said Commission this

11TH

day of_-=D=E=C=E:...:.MB=E=R"---' 2012

CERTIFICATION OF RECORD

I, Shelly Bledsoe, the undersigned Assistant Commission Secretary of the Industrial
Commission, do hereby certify that the foregoing record contains true and correct copies of all
pleadings, documents, and papers designated to be included in the Agency's Record on appeal by
Rule 28(3) of the Idaho Appellate Rules and by the Notice of Appeal, pursuant to the provisions
of Rule 28(b).
I further certify that all exhibits admitted in this proceeding are correctly listed in the List
of Exhibits (i). Said exhibits will be lodged with the Supreme Court after the Record is settled.

DATED this

3-ti, day of

1rh1

no,

'Y ,2013.

CERTIFICATION OF RECORD- (DEANNE MUCHOW SC#40557) -1

BEFORE THE SUPREME COURT OF THE STATE OF IDAHO
DEANNE MUCHOW,
Claimant!Appellant,

SUPREME COURT NO. 40559

V.

VARSITY CONTRACTORS, INC.,
Employer/Respondent,
and

NOTICE OF COMPLETION

IDAHO YOUTH RANCH,
Cost Reimbursement Employer,
and
IDAHO DEPARTMENT OF LABOR,
Res ondents.

TO:

STEPHEN W. KENYON, CLERK OF THE COURTS;
AND DEANNE MUCHOW, PRO SE, FOR CLAIMANT/APPELLANT; AND
R.
LONG,
FOR
VARSITY
CONTRACTORS,
INC.,
NATHAN
EMPLOYER/RESPONDENT; AND IDAHO YOUTH RANCH, PRO SE,
EMPLOYER/RESPONDENT; AND TRACEY K. ROLFSEN, ESQ., FOR IDAHO
DEPARTMENT OF LABOR/RESPONDENT.
YOU ARE HEREBY NOTIFIED that the Agency's Record was completed on this date,

and, pursuant to Rule 24(a) and Rule 27(a), Idaho Appellate Rules, copies of the same have been
served by regular U.S. mail upon each of the following:

address For Claimant/Appellant:
DEANNE MUCHOW
780 JEWEL ST.
BLACKFOOT, ID 83221
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address for Employer/Respondent:

NATHAN R. LONG
VARSITY CONTRACTORS, INC.
PO BOX 1692
POCATELLO, ID 83204
address For Respondent:

TRACEY K. ROLFSEN
DEPUTY ATTORNEY GENERAL
317 W. MAIN STREET
BOISE, ID 83735
You are further notified that, pursuant to Rule 29(a), Idaho Appellate Rules, all
parties have twenty-eight days from this date in which to file objections to the Record,
including requests for corrections, additions or deletions.

In the event no objections to the

Agency's Record are filed within the twenty-eight day period, the Transcript and Record
shall be deemed settled.
DATED at Boise, Idaho this
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day of

,~~2013.

